
BRIEF03: EXPAND 

 
Left: Pritzker Prize 2016, Alejandro Aravena of Elemental,  Quinta Monroy Housing Project 

Right: Pritzker Prize 2004: Zaha Hadid, House of Naomi Campbell 
 
We are living in one of the most rapidly changing periods of human history, the Anthropocene era, where                  
humanity’s actions for the first time are actually affecting the finite resource of spaceship earth (Buckminster                
Fuller). 
 
For the final brief we would like you to stand back and look at the broader picture, at the main issues that you                       
and the next generation will face in the coming years (ie. rising population, climate change, mass urbanisation,                 
labour market shifts, soaring house prices, massive drops in oil prices, worldwide immigration crisis, economic               
slowdown in China). Where within this maelstrom of change can you situate a proposal and expand from                 
Brief02? Who and for which cause do you want to create a house for?  
 
What you each have now is the seed of brief 03 even if you don't know it yet. Some of you will have a more                         
developed formal language that can be adapted and developed to form a kit of parts for an open source house                    
movement., Some of you will have clever business ideas that might form the backbone of brief three like an                   
aquaponic house that floats way out at sea.  

Look at your portfolios and try to find links and deeper meanings to your own systems and begin to think                    
about how your systems could be applied at a human scale or how it can be broken with a conflicting idea, this                      
might mean relooking at your geometrical exploration and thinking how it could be re-appropriated. Does it                
have the potential to become the layout of a home? Does it have larger surface area that can be exploited for                     
solar power? Can it be scaled to form an intelligent building?  
 
Your site could be anywhere worldwide and must be decided by mid February. Or is your site a market                   
research? is it a study of a crisis zone? In any case, you will have to ground your proposal with a case study on                        
site and context for it. 



 Make a responsible choice between the two following options, having read the RIBA Part 2 criteria. 
 
ONE: If you already have funding guaranteed and can deliver your project prior to the final hand-in then that                   
should be the focus. If you are confident in your business proposal and think that it can be built AND expanded                     
into a worldwide and disruptive idea, then you can pursue the expansion of this idea into a large scale                   
architectural proposal. We want big ideas, we want you to think outside of the box, expanding from simple                  
ideas.  
 
TWO: Develop your research into a housing proposal for the future with an emphasis on current issues and                  
opportunities such as the refugee crisis, the open-source and maker movement, material science and              
breakthroughs. How will the human parameters inform or conflict constructively with your systems? Think              
about how your Brief02 business proposal can grow into and inform a house proposal by expanding                
your business idea into a disruptive worldwide initiative that has architectural implications and can              
give rise to architectural interventions. We would like you to favour social causes such as the                
environment or the developing world. 
 
Can your house be more than just a house? from shell to furniture, can it become a product, a set of products                      
or the seeds for a social venture? A new way of living? A revolution in the way we build and sell them? As well                        
as the architect, can you be the developer, the contractor, the fabricator, the website developer, the app                 
programmer,  the estate agent? Can you use parametric tools to bring everything together.  
 
What is a house for? Protection, shelter from the elements, security... Is that shifting to something else, a                  
technologically enabled space from which you can work, order your food.. .could it be mobile so you'd never                  
have to leave or could it be built around you so you can't leave? 
 
Think about the economics, can you make it a viable business proposal or social venture. Can you make them a                    
sellable and scalable product or a social initiative? 
 
We are looking for well understood buildings at the end of the year. They need not necessarily be large, but we                     
will ask you to draw every detail of these buildings. We insist that you understand exactly how you would build                    
what you propose and we will ask you to prove this through large scale physical models. 
 
Your submission at the end of the year for either option will include: 
 

1) One very large drawing 
2) One video of your proposal 
3) A physical model that captures the entire final proposal at a readable scale  
4) Study/prototypical models of various scales 
5) A multipage PDF portfolio with embedded videos 
6) A hardcopy portfolio 

 
 
  

https://www.architecture.com/files/ribaprofessionalservices/education/validation/ribavalidationcriteriafromseptember2011parts1,23.pdf


Some things to make you think: 
 
Egyptian billionaire Naguib Sawiris proposed buying a Greek island to be called “Aylan Island” to create a new                  
home for the refugees of the current migrant crisis, what would you propose as a solution to this crisis as an                     
architect? Temporary houses, self build houses to reduce costs? How long would they need to last? Would                 
they be owned and sold on to the next influx? Could you insert your business idea into the mix to genuinely                     
help the situation? 

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/egyptian-billionaire-approaches-greek-island-
owners-with-offer-to-buy-land-for-refugees-10502591.html 
 

Open source fabrication,  wiki-house,  
http://www.wikihouse.cc/ WikiHouse is an open source building system. Many designers,          
collaborating to make it simple for everyone to design, print and assemble beautiful, low-energy              
homes, customised to their needs. Does your research to date lend itself to a type of house that is sold                    
simply as a cutting pattern and instructions for assembly to keep costs super low? Could you develop                 
this into a viable commercial proposal? 

 
The need for micro houses in London to combat affordability 

http://www.standard.co.uk/news/london/tokyostyle-micro-homes-with-just-250-square-feet-of-
space-will-help-solve-london-housing-crisis-a2952696.html. How small is too small? What is the         
most economical scale of housing? to deliver? Long term running costs? 

 
The growing  tiny house movement creating autonomous off grid micro homes. 

The tiny house movement (also known as the "small house movement"[1]) is a description for the                
architectural and social movement that advocates living simply in small homes. 
http://www.homesandproperty.co.uk/property-news/is-this-8000-micro-house-the-future-for-lo
ndons-generation-rent-47136.html 
Can you  
 

Fully autonomous homes 
http://earthship.com/ Using design to minimise the use of natural resources. Can design add value to               
this?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/egyptian-billionaire-approaches-greek-island-owners-with-offer-to-buy-land-for-refugees-10502591.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/egyptian-billionaire-approaches-greek-island-owners-with-offer-to-buy-land-for-refugees-10502591.html
http://www.wikihouse.cc/
http://www.standard.co.uk/news/london/tokyostyle-micro-homes-with-just-250-square-feet-of-space-will-help-solve-london-housing-crisis-a2952696.html
http://www.standard.co.uk/news/london/tokyostyle-micro-homes-with-just-250-square-feet-of-space-will-help-solve-london-housing-crisis-a2952696.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tiny_house_movement#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Architectural_style
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_movement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simple_living
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Home
http://www.homesandproperty.co.uk/property-news/is-this-8000-micro-house-the-future-for-londons-generation-rent-47136.html
http://www.homesandproperty.co.uk/property-news/is-this-8000-micro-house-the-future-for-londons-generation-rent-47136.html
http://earthship.com/


Speculation on the future: 
 
According to the World Urbanization Prospects 2014 issued by the United Nations, the urban population in 2014                 
accounted for 54% of the total global population, up from 34% in 1960, and continues to grow (approximately                  
1.84% per year between 2015 and 2020; 1.63% per year between 2020 and 2025; and 1.44% per year between                   
2025 and 2030). The density of cities will also increase - by 2030, the world is projected to have 41 mega-cities                     
with more than 10 million inhabitants.  
 
Just as the last 100 years have witnessed a seismic shift in the way we live, the way we interact with our living                       
space will change beyond all recognition. 
 
As non-renewable resources reduce, sustainability will be at the heart of our lifestyle choices….  

 
Recycling will be fully integrated in our own homes, our wastes will create fuel and electricity through a                  
process called Microbial fuel cell stacks. This will be applied to food and plastic wastes but also to toilets and                    
waste water. A bio-electrochemical system within the home will mimic bacterial interactions found in nature.               
This “digestion tank” will produce both gas and clean water in a process called anaerobic digestion. Power will                  
be stored in each home through efficient lithium-ion batteries, taking everyone off the grid and removing the                 
need for large power-plants, thus reducing nuclear waste and carbon emissions.  

 
Energy will also be harvested via the natural environment. Smart solar panels, wind turbines, piezo plates will                 
be integrated in the building fabric and connected to your smart apps. The software and sensors will tell you                   
about the wattage being stored in real-time and warning you about wasted power.  

 
As communication is transmitted in an increasingly wireless manner, so too is the likelihood that alternative                
forms of electricity and/or its transmission will emerge. This could include means of capturing the energy                
generated from particle/atomic movement and collisions, and the ability to then transmit this energy from its                
source or storage facility in some form of ‘wireless’ manner – in a similar manner as the router services a                    
home and office environment via wireless transmission.  
 
People will grow their own food indoors, using hydroponics and aquaponics farms. Sustainability will not only                
be apparent in energy production and usage, but also in food production. As education about diet increases, it                  
will become commonplace for people to grow their own food at home… 
 
Hydroponics is the process of growing plants without soil, only using nutrients; aquaponics combines this               
process, using an aquarium, to create the plant nutrients from fish waste. Having such a closed-loop system in                  
kitchens will provide fresh fruit as well as fresh fish and shellfish. It will also provide the materials needed to                    
create the bio-plastic used in home 3D printers.  

  
We are likely to see the emergence of growable surfaces both inside and outside the home. Rain will be                   
captured and stored, then redirected to nurture the plants – which provide insulating properties thus reducing                
heating needs into the home; they also serve to clean the air; provide food; and will be used to create an                     
architecture that is reconnected to nature. 
 

-Toby Burgess and Arthur Mamou Mani. Future Visions 
 



Pritzker 2016: 

Poverty, population growth, natural disasters and war are combining to create demand for more than a billion                 
homes, according to the Chilean architect. Alejandro Araven, It would be great, with more than one million                 
architects in the world, that more solutions and more proposals try to address the issue, but the constraints                  
are not just budget constraints – the building logic, the political framework, and the policies, are part of the                   
equation and we're not well trained for that," he said. "We're never taught the right thing at university." 

But Aravena said building regulations and politics were preventing the evolution of similar solutions for               
problems like Europe's mass influx of refugees "There's [going to be] a billion people on the planet that will be                    
needing housing," said Aravena. "Unless we follow the incremental approach to tackle scarcity of means, we                
won't solve this problem." 

By definition architecture is a collective practice. Unlike a sculptor who wakes up in the morning and decides to                   
do a sculpture and does it, I do not wake up in the morning with an incredible desire to do an office building.                       
Somebody has to need it. Architecture is an expression of needs and desires and forces that are outside                  
yourself, be it a government, a private person or a community. 
 

- Alejandro Aravena’s response to winning the 2016 Pritzker Prize 

 

 

“The PC takeover of architecture is complete: Pritzker Prize mutates into a prize for humanitarian work. The                 
role of the architect is now “to serve greater social and humanitarian needs” and the new Laureate is hailed for                    
“tackling the global housing crisis” and for his concern for the underprivileged. Architecture loses its specific                
societal task and responsibility, architectural innovation is replaced by the demonstration of noble intentions              
and the discipline’s criteria of success and excellence dissolve in the vague do-good-feel-good pursuit of               
‘social justice’. I respect was Alejandro Aravena is doing and his "half a good house" developments are an                  
intelligent response. However, this is not the frontier where architecture and urban design participate in               
advancing the next stage of our global high density urban civilisation. I would not object to this year’s choice                   
half as much if this safe and comforting validation of humanitarian concern was not part of a wider trend in                    
contemporary architecture that in my view signals an unfortunate confusion, bad conscience, lack of              
confidence, vitality and courage about the discipline’s own unique contribution to the world.” 

- Patrik Schumacher’s response on Facebook to Alejandro Aravena winning the 2016 Pritzker prize  

 

Is there a shifting of the spotlight from formal design expression towards a more social agenda? How                 
do you situate yourself and your proposal within that conversation? 

 

  

http://www.dezeen.com/tag/alejandro-aravena
http://www.dezeen.com/2016/01/13/alejandro-aravena-elemental-named-2016-pritzker-prize-laureate/
http://www.dezeen.com/2016/01/13/alejandro-aravena-elemental-named-2016-pritzker-prize-laureate/
http://www.dezeen.com/2016/01/13/alejandro-aravena-elemental-named-2016-pritzker-prize-laureate/
http://www.dezeen.com/2016/01/13/alejandro-aravena-elemental-named-2016-pritzker-prize-laureate/


Reading list: 
 
Natural Systems and Design: 
- Michael Palwyn: Biomimicry in Architecture 
- Kevin Kelly: Out of Control, What Technology Wants 
- Mike Weinstock: The Architecture of Emergence 
- Rayner Banham: The Architecture of the Well Tempered Environment 
- AD: Emergence: Morphogenetic Design Strategies  
 
Manufacturing: 
- Rob Thomson: Manufacturing Processes for Design Professionals 
- Branko Kolarveric: Manufacturing Material Effects 
 
Design and Society: 
- Log Spring/Summer2010, Climate of Oppression, Noam Andrews 
- Bruce Mau: Massive Change 
- Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari: A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia 
- Tim Anstey et al: Architecture and Authorship 
- Johan H. Huizinga: Homo Ludens: A Study of the Play-Element in Culture 
 
Software: 
- Casey Reis and Ben Fry: Processing A Programming Handbook for Visual Designers and Artists 
- Arturo Tedeschi: Parametric Architecture with Grasshopper 
 
Start-ups: 
- Jessica Livingston: Founders at Work, stories of start-up’s early days 
- Eric Ries: The Lean Start-Up 
- Richard Branson: Loosing my virginity 
 
Blogs: 
 
- Andrea Graziano: http://www.scoop.it/t/digitag-journal 
- Rachel Armstrong:  https://www.facebook.com/livingarchitect 
- Kevin Kelly: http://kk.org/ 
- The Pop-up City: http://popupcity.net/ 
- Design Playgrounds: http://designplaygrounds.com/ 
 

http://www.amazon.co.uk/Biomimicry-Architecture-Michael-Pawlyn/dp/1859463754/ref=pd_sim_b_3
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Out-Control-Biology-Machines-Economic/dp/0201483408/ref=sr_1_4?ie=UTF8&qid=1326883342&sr=8-4
http://www.amazon.co.uk/What-Technology-Wants-Kevin-Kelly/dp/0143120174/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1326883342&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Architecture-Emergence-Evolution-Nature-Civilisation/dp/0470066334/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1326883498&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Architecture-Well-tempered-Environment-Banham/dp/0226036987/ref=sr_1_sc_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1326883429&sr=1-1-spell
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Emergence-Morphogenetic-Strategies-Michael-Hensel/dp/0470866888/ref=pd_bxgy_b_img_c
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Manufacturing-Processes-Design-Professionals-Thompson/dp/0500513759/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1326912434&sr=8-2
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Manufacturing-Material-Effects-Rethinking-Architecture/dp/0415775752
http://mamou-mani.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/Log_LOWEST.pdf
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Massive-Change-Manifesto-Future-Culture/dp/0714844012/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1326912815&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Thousand-Plateaus-Capitalism-Schizophrenia-Continuum/dp/0826476945/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1326913178&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Architecture-Authorship-Tim-Anstey/dp/1904772749/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1326913467&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Homo-Ludens-Study-Play-Element-Culture/dp/0807046817/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1326913697&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Parametric-architecture-Grasshopper-Arturo-Tedeschi/dp/8895315103/ref=sr_1_4?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1326913237&sr=1-4
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Founders-Work-Stories-Startups-Early/dp/1590597141
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Lean-Startup-Innovation-Successful-Businesses/dp/0670921602/ref=pd_bxgy_b_img_b
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Losing-Virginity-Autobiography-Richard-Branson/dp/0753510200
http://www.scoop.it/t/digitag-journal
https://www.facebook.com/livingarchitect
http://kk.org/
http://popupcity.net/
http://designplaygrounds.com/

